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Teaching staff contacts:





email(s) address(es,
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office(s) hours/day(s) of the week when students can drop by
preferred means of interaction (after the classes, by email, prior appointment,…)

Email: koen.jochmans@tse-fr.eu
Office hour: Send an email to arrange an appointment
Office: T 528

Course Objectives: newly acquired knowledge once the course completed should be well identified

In more detail :




ideas, theories or methods that will be illustrated in class;
methods that will be used and that students are expected to be proficient in;
skills that will be developed during the course (type of problems to be resolved,
ability to provide written and oral comments on an empirical analysis,…).

It is preferable to specifically list simple objectives with verbs, so that it is easy to evaluate
whether these objectives are achieved at the end of the course or to identify the areas for
improvement (for instance : for implementation goals - test hypotheses and draw correct
inferences using test statistic; for conceptual goals - characterize first-degree, seconddegree and third-degree price discrimination;…).
This course will present the literature on the estimation of nonlinear models for panel data. The
focus will be on fixed-effect approaches. We will go through several paradigms: ad-hoc solutions to
estimation from short panels, bias-corrected inference under double asymptotics, and set
identification in discrete choice models. Attention will also be given to estimation of (moments of)
the distribution of the fixed effects.
The goal is to present a comprehensive overview of the literature, from its origins to the state of the
art. Students will learn the potential and limitations of fixed-effect methods and will be pointed to
the current research frontier.

Prerequisites :



skills and competences needed/previously acquired
or the title(s) of the compulsory course(s) which should have been taken before

An introduction to econometrics at the graduate level.

Practical information about the sessions:




please specify if laptops or tablets are accepted or not in the class,
expectation on students' participation,
how will be treated students that arrive to class late…..

Active participation of the students is expected, and timely arrival is appreciated. Readings
will be assigned before class. Laptops are permitted.

Grading system :




final exam or midterm exams
Teaching Assistant grading
weights of the weighted average main cours-TA (consistent with the voted
examination "arrêté d’examen"),
semester calendar,
how to handle late homework…




To pass the course, a student should






attend classes
read the required material before class (see Readings). Instructions will be sent via Moodle
beforehand on required readings each week.
participate in class discussion
organize a collective discussion at least once
write a short essay/referee report/research project on a paper chosen from the list below
or any proposal that you might have.

Bibliography/references :


list of assigned readings and other course materials : books (chapters), internet links,…

Lecture slides will be provided.
Readings consist of a list of papers. An indicative list is as follows.
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Session planning :



presentation of the sessions, connection with the resources

Distance learning :
Distance learning can be provided when necessary by implementing, for example:
 Interactive virtual classrooms
 Recorded lectures (videos)
 MCQ tests and other online exercises / assignments
 Remote (online) tutorials (classes)
 Chatrooms

